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Abstract. The second-order implicit integration factor method (IIF2) is ef-
fective at solving stiff reaction–diffusion equations owing to its nice stability
condition. IIF has previously been applied primarily to systems in which the
reaction contained no explicitly time-dependent terms and the boundary condi-
tions were homogeneous. If applied to a system with explicitly time-dependent
reaction terms, we find that IIF2 requires prohibitively small time-steps, that
are relative to the square of spatial grid sizes, to attain its theoretical second-
order temporal accuracy. Although the second-order implicit exponential time
differencing (iETD2) method can accurately handle explicitly time-dependent
reactions, it is more computationally expensive than IIF2. In this paper, we de-
velop a hybrid approach that combines the advantages of both methods, apply-
ing IIF2 to reaction terms that are not explicitly time-dependent and applying
iETD2 to those which are. The second-order hybrid IIF-ETD method (hIFE2)
inherits the lower complexity of IIF2 and the ability to remain second-order
accurate in time for large time-steps from iETD2. Also, it inherits the uncon-
ditional stability from IIF2 and iETD2 methods for dealing with the stiffness
in reaction–diffusion systems. Through a transformation, hIFE2 can handle
nonhomogeneous boundary conditions accurately and efficiently. In addition,
this approach can be naturally combined with the compact and array repre-
sentations of IIF and ETD for systems in higher spatial dimensions. Various
numerical simulations containing linear and nonlinear reactions are presented
to demonstrate the superior stability, accuracy, and efficiency of the new hIFE
method.
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1. Introduction. Consider a reaction–diffusion system
ut = D∆u + f(u,x, t), x ∈ Ω ⊂ Rk, t ∈ [0, T ], (1)
where u = u(x, t) ∈ Rm, D ∈ Rm×m is the diffusion coefficient matrix, and f(u,x, t)
describes the reactions. In biology, reaction–diffusion equations have been used to
model predator–prey interactions [35, 10, 11], the formation of Turing patterns
in organs or tissues [42, 12], stochastic dynamics in gene networks [37], and fetal
and adult dermal wound healing [5]. In ecology, they have been applied to study
population dynamics [17, 36, 1]. In finance, the estimation of option prices under
several risk factors can be represented by reaction–diffusion systems as well [53].
While the reaction terms in these applications are often autonomous, i.e. f(u,x, t) =
h(u), in morphogen gradients systems in biology [8, 49, 46, 24, 26, 50], the reactions
contain explicitly time-dependent terms.
Many numerical methods have been developed to solve (1). Typically, finite
difference or finite element methods are used to approximate the equation in space,
equipped with some time integration method. To ensure stability, classic explicit
methods require a time step ∆t ∼ ∆x2 [27, 32, 41]. To relax this severe stability
restriction, many other schemes have been developed, such as exponential time
differencing (ETD) and semi-implicit integration factor (IIF) methods. In both
ETD and IIF methods, (1) is written into a system of ordinary differential equations
(ODEs) by applying the spatial discretization,
Ut = AU + F (U, t), (2)
where U = U(t) is the spatially discretized form of u, and AU is the finite difference
approximation of the diffusion term D∆u. By using the integration factor e−At to
integrate (2) from tn to tn+1 exactly, i.e.,
U(tn+1) = e
A∆tU(tn) + e
A∆t
∫ ∆t
0
e−AτF
(
U(tn + τ), tn + τ
)
dτ,
, eA∆tU(tn) + F˜n,
(3)
the stability constraint due to the diffusion is removed, and the problem becomes
one of approximating the integral F˜n.
In ETD, F˜n is approximated by integrating the product of e
−Aτ and the inter-
polated F (U, tn + τ) [2, 16]. All explicit ETD (eETD) methods are not uncon-
ditionally linearly stable; they require prohibitively small time steps to solve stiff
systems [25]. To help improve stability, Runge–Kutta-type methods are sometimes
employed [4, 14, 15, 23], and several methods have been developed through split-
ting of the linear diffusion operator [6, 7, 22, 52]. An unconditionally linearly stable
(A-stable) method is the implicit second-order ETD method (iETD2). Although
iETD2 is A-stable, it has the drawback of high computational cost to solve the
implicit equations at each step [34].
In IIF, instead of only interpolating F (U, tn + τ), the approximation of F˜n is ob-
tained by interpolating e−AτF (U, tn + τ) [34]. The second-order IIF method (IIF2)
is A-stable like iETD2, but it has the advantage that the nonlinear equations at
each step are much cheaper to solve. Owing to its good stability and reduced
computational complexity compared with iETD2, IIF2 is more suitable for solv-
ing stiff reaction–diffusion equations. For high-dimensional systems, compact and
array representations of IIF [33, 45] are effective in reducing the storage and com-
putational cost associated with the exponential matrix, along with the flexibility
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to handle non-constant diffusion coefficients or cross-derivatives. Furthermore, by
incorporating the sparse grids technique [44, 29], the IIF method can be applied
to multi-dimensional systems with better efficiency. IIF has also been extended to
treat fourth-order parabolic equations [21, 31], reaction–diffusion–advection equa-
tions [51], and stochastic differential equations [40], and it has been combined with
adaptive meshes [28].
In both ETD and IIF methods, the high cost of computing exponential matrices is
challenging. To speed up the computation, the discrete fast Fourier transformation
(FFT)-based algorithms were adopted in both ETD and IIF methods [43, 48, 22].
For non-constant diffusion coefficients, Krylov-ETD and Krylov-IIF methods [39, 3,
19, 20, 30] were developed to reduce the computational cost and storage associated
with exponential matrices by utilizing Krylov subspace approximation [38, 9, 13].
Although the IIF2 method is theoretically second order in time [34], when it
is applied to explicitly time-dependent reactions, extremely small time steps com-
pared to spatial grid sizes, ∆t ≤ O(∆x2), are required to observe second-order
temporal error. Above some critical threshold for ∆t, the observed error in IIF2
is only first order. In contrast, iETD2 remains second order in time for larger ∆t,
especially for finer spatial discretization. When applied to nonhomogeneous bound-
ary conditions, IIF2 also requires small ∆t to retain second-order accuracy because
the nonhomogeneous boundary conditions can be interpreted as introducing a large
time-dependent reaction to the semi-discrete form in (2) [22]. In an attempt to con-
struct a method that can deal with both explicitly time-dependent reactions and
nonhomogeneous boundary conditions efficiently, the fast explicit integration factor
(fEIF) method [22] can retain its theoretical order of accuracy under large ∆t like
iETD2 and has low computational cost like IIF2. One of the drawbacks of fEIF
is that, as a conditionally stable method, it has strict time step constraint when
reactions are stiff.
In this paper, we introduce a new hybrid method which combines the IIF and
iETD methods. The hybrid IIF-ETD method (hIFE) is composed in such a way
as to inherit the advantages of both methods simultaneously: that is, to retain
second-order accuracy for large time steps with time-dependent reactions like iETD
and to reduce computational complexity in each iteration like IIF. In addition,
in contrast to fEIF2, the second-order hIFE method (hIFE2) inherits A-stability
from its constituents. We also introduce a procedure to more easily accommo-
date nonhomogeneous boundary conditions by transforming the system into one
with homogeneous boundary conditions, using hIFE on the transformed system.
Combining the transformation with hIFE2 provides a framework for an A-stable,
efficient numerical method that remains effectively second-order accurate in time in
the presence of time-dependent terms and nonhomogeneous boundary conditions.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the IIF2, iETD2,
and new hIFE2 methods and explore and compare the order of accuracy of hIFE2
with that of IIF2 and iETD2 for explicitly time-dependent, autonomous, and mixed
reactions in both scalar and semi-discrete form. In Section 3, we apply hIFE2 to
systems with nonhomogeneous boundary conditions and introduce a transformation
to better treat these boundary conditions. In Section 4, we demonstrate an exten-
sion of the hIFE2 method to high-dimensional problems. In Section 5, we provide
multiple numerical tests to demonstrate the accuracy, efficiency, and stability of
hIFE. Finally, in Section 6, we give some concluding remarks. In Appendix A, we
prove that IIF2 displays first order when the time step is large. In Appendix B, we
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provide the complexity analysis. In Appendix C, we introduce the exponential-like
matrices formation.
2. Temporal error analysis. The defining feature of each of the methods dis-
cussed in this paper is how the integral F˜n in (3) is approximated. Both ETD and
IIF approximate F˜n using Lagrange interpolation [18]. In ETD, only the reaction
F (U, tn+τ) is interpolated, yielding a polynomial p(τ). Then the product e
−Aτp(τ)
is integrated exactly [2, 16]. The approximation for iETD2 is thus given by
F˜n ≈ I + (−I +A∆t)e
A∆t
A2∆t
Fn +
(−I −A∆t) + eA∆t
A2∆t
Fn+1, (4)
where Fn , F (U(tn), tn). In IIF, instead of only interpolating F (U, tn+ τ), the ap-
proximation of F˜n is obtained by interpolating the entire integrand, e
−AτF (U, tn +
τ) ≈ q(τ), and integrating q(τ) exactly [34]. IIF2 approximates
F˜n ≈ ∆t
2
(
eA∆tFn + Fn+1
)
. (5)
We show in Section 2.1 that, when applied to time-dependent reactions, IIF2 re-
quires extremely small ∆t to exhibit second-order behavior while iETD2 remains
second order for large time steps. Motivated by this analysis, we define for our hIFE
method a splitting of the reaction term
F (U, t) = [F (U, t)− F (0, t)] + [F (0, t)] , F1(U, t) + F2(t) (6)
in (3) and apply IIF on F1(U, t) and iETD on F2(t). The second-order hybrid
method (hIFE2) thus approximates
F˜n = e
A∆t
∫ ∆t
0
e−AτF1
(
U(tn + τ), tn + τ)
)
dτ + eA∆t
∫ ∆t
0
e−AτF2
(
tn + τ
)
dτ
≈ ∆t
2
(
eA∆t(F1)n + (F1)n+1
)
+
I + (−I +A∆t)eA∆t
A2∆t
(F2)n
+
(−I −A∆t) + eA∆t
A2∆t
(F2)n+1.
(7)
In Section 2.1, we perform an analysis of the temporal error in using each method
to solve (2) with the operator A replaced by a scalar α for explicitly time-dependent,
autonomous, and mixed reactions. Then in Section 2.2, we investigate the differ-
ences between the scalar and semi-discrete form, showing that iETD2 and hIFE2
remain effectively second order for large ∆t while IIF2 does not.
2.1. Accuracy in scalar form. To compare the error associated with each method
above, we first consider the scalar form of (2), where A is replaced by the scalar α:{
ut = αu+ f(u, t), t ∈ [0, T ],
u(0) = v.
(8)
By making use of the Taylor expansions
1 + (−1 + α∆t)eα∆t
α2∆t
= ∆t
∞∑
k=0
1
(k + 2)k!
(α∆t)k, f(tn+1) =
∞∑
k=0
1
k!
∆tk
dk
dtk
fn,
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(−1− α∆t) + eα∆t
α2∆t
= ∆t
∞∑
k=0
1
(k + 2)!
(α∆t)k, u(tn+1) =
∞∑
k=0
1
k!
∆tk
dk
dtk
un,
(9)
and, from (8),
dk
dtk
u = αku+
k−1∑
j=0
αk−1−j
dj
dtj
f, (10)
we derive the local truncation errors, Tn, of iETD2 and IIF2 for a general f(u, t) to
be
T iETD2n
=
1
∆t
(
u(tn+1)− eα∆tun − 1 + (−1 + α∆t)e
α∆t
α2∆t
fn − (−1− α∆t) + e
α∆t
α2∆t
fn+1
)
=
∞∑
j=2
∆tj
dj
dtj
fn
[ ∞∑
k=0
(
1
(k + j + 1)!
− 1
j!(k + 2)!
)
(α∆t)k
]
=
∞∑
j=2
∆tj
dj
dtj
fn
(
Qj+1(α∆t)− 1
j!
Q2(α∆t)
)
, (11)
T IIF2n =
1
∆t
(
u(tn+1)− eα∆tun − ∆t
2
(
eα∆tfn + fn+1
))
= α2∆t2fn
∞∑
k=0
(
1
(k + 3)!
− 1
2(k + 2)!
)
(α∆t)k
+
∞∑
j=1
∆tj
dj
dtj
fn
( ∞∑
k=0
1
(k + j + 1)!
(α∆t)k − 1
2j!
)
= α2∆t2fn
(
Q3(α∆t)− 1
2
Q2(α∆t)
)
+ α∆t2
d
dt
fnQ3(α∆t)
+
∞∑
j=2
∆tj
dj
dtj
fn
(
Qj+1(α∆t)− 1
2j!
)
,
(12)
where we have made use of the function
Qj(x) =
ex −∑j−1k=0 1k!xk
xj
=
∞∑
k=0
1
(k + j)!
xk (13)
from [2] to simplify the expressions.
The truncation error for hIFE is a more complicated expression, and its general
form is omitted in favor of more specific cases below. We now investigate the
properties of each of these for three different possible f(u, t): (I) explicitly time-
dependent reactions, f(u, t) = g(t); (II) autonomous reactions, f(u, t) = h(u); and
(III) mixed reactions of the form f(u, t) = h(u) + g(t). The first few terms of each
of these expressions is included in explicit form up to O(∆t4) for each of these cases
in Table 1.
2.1.1. Case I: Explicitly time-dependent reactions. Here we consider explicitly time-
dependent reactions of the form f(u, t) = g(t). We assume g ∈ C∞ and g and its
derivatives of any order are bounded and O(1). We only compare IIF2 and iETD2
here, since hIFE2 is equivalent to iETD2 in this case (F1(u, t) ≡ 0 in (6)). Since
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f(u, t) = g(t) is dependent only on t, the time derivatives d
j
dtj f in (11) and (12) are
just the single-variable derivatives g(j)(t), so the truncation error takes the same
general form as those expressions in this case.
Although both methods have second-order truncation errors O(∆t2) and thus
should exhibit second-order behavior in the limit ∆t → 0, for a fixed nonzero ∆t,
we are only guaranteed to observe second-order behavior if the higher-order terms
are much smaller in magnitude than the terms involving ∆t2. By comparing the
∆t2 and ∆t3 terms (given explicitly in Table 1), we see in both IIF2 and iETD2
that if ∆t > O(1/|α|), the ∆t3 terms have a larger magnitude than the ∆t2 terms.
If we want to observe second-order behavior, then it must satisfy ∆t < O(1/|α|);
the behavior of the error above this threshold is unpredictable. We demonstrate
this claim by means of an example, taking g(t) = t2. The numerical errors from
applying IIF2 and iETD2 (and, thus, hIFE2) to (8) with f(u, t) = t2 are plotted
in Figure 1A as a function of ∆t for various −α. We see that for a fixed −α, the
thresholds at which both IIF2 and iETD2 “switch” to second order are similar to
each other, and both are near ∆t ≈ 1/|α|, consistent with our claim.
On the other hand, another interesting feature of the plot is that for a fixed ∆t,
the error in IIF2 increases as −α increases while that of iETD2/hIFE2 decreases.
Indeed, to demonstrate why the error for each method behaves differently as −α
increases for general g(t), we explore the magnitudes of truncation errors when
α → 0 and α → −∞. We first note that for a fixed ∆t, as α → 0, the truncation
errors in (11) and (12) for both methods take the form of the Crank–Nicholson
method, with truncation error
Tn =
∞∑
j=2
∆tjg(j)n
(
1
(j + 1)!
− 1
2j!
)
= O(∆t2).
Then as α→ −∞, the truncation error for iETD2 in (11) tends to zero while that
for IIF2 in (12) tends to − 12gn+1, which is O(1). When −α varies from 0 to ∞,
the truncation errors of iETD2 are generally decreasing, changing from O(∆t2) to
0. In contrast, the truncation errors of IIF2 are generally increasing, changing from
O(∆t2) to O(1). Thus, we expect, for a fixed ∆t, the global error for iETD2 to
decrease for larger −α while the global error in IIF2 should increase.
Remark. We have shown in the scalar case that the threshold at which IIF2
and iETD2 “switch” to second-order temporal error for time-dependent reactions
is similar in both methods, and this seems to invalidate our entire motivation for
developing hIFE2 in the first place. It is, however, the preceding observation con-
cerning the behavior of the errors for large −α that will prove crucial to why iETD2
remains second order for larger ∆t than IIF2 when applied to a semi-discrete system
with time-dependent reactions. We examine that form in Section 2.2.
Remark. In Figure 1A, for ∆t above the threshold, the temporal error of IIF2 has
first-order behavior instead of second. For some remarks on why that might be the
case, see Appendix A.
2.1.2. Case II: Autonomous reactions. We now consider reactions of the form f(u, t)
= h(u) satisfying h(0) = 0, which do not have explicitly time-dependent terms. In
this case, hIFE2 is equivalent to IIF2 since F2(t) ≡ 0 in (6), so again we only
compare IIF2 and iETD2 here. Further, we only consider h(u) = ru (r ∈ R) since
this form is easily extendable to the semi-discrete case.
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Here, the total time derivatives in (11) and (12) take the form
dj
dtj
fn = r(α+ r)
jun = r(α+ r)
je(α+r)tnu0, (14)
where we have made use of the exact solution un = u0e
(α+r)tn . The full truncation
error up to O(∆t4) is given for both methods in Table 1. Similar to Case I, we note
that the ∆t3 coefficients are O(α) larger than the coefficients of ∆t2 in both iETD2
and IIF2/hIFE2 so that it must also satisfy ∆t < O(1/|α|) to observe second-order
behavior of the error.
The most important difference between this case and Case I, though, is that
the error in both IIF2 and iETD2 now includes, through the derivatives, a factor
of un = u0e
(α+r)tn in every term, and thus as −α increases, un exponentially
suppresses the truncation error to zero in both methods, not just in iETD2.
Again, we demonstrate the validity of our claims with an example. The error in
applying iETD2 and IIF2/hIFE2 to (8) with f(u, t) = −u (so r = −1) is shown
as a function of ∆t for various −α in Figure 1B. We note that, consistent with
the above analysis, the error decreases dramatically with −α for both iETD2 and
IIF2/hIFE, and both demonstrate second-order accuracy for ∆t < O(1/|α|) while
the error (particularly in iETD2) remains unpredictable above this threshold.
     IIF2
iETD2/hIFE2
10-6 10-5 10-4 10-3 10-2 10-1
t
10-17
10-14
10-11
10-8
10-5
10-2
e
rr
o
r
f(u,t)=t2
=-101
=-102
=-103
=-104
=-105
=-106
IIF2/hIFE2
   iETD2
10-5 10-4 10-3 10-2 10-1
t
10-60
10-50
10-40
10-30
10-20
10-10
e
rr
o
r
f(u,t)=-u
=-8
=-16
=-32
=-64
=-128
IIF2
iETD2
hIFE2
10-5 10-4 10-3 10-2 10-1
t
10-16
10-13
10-10
10-7
10-4
10-1
e
rr
o
r
f(u,t)=-u+t2
=-102
=-103
=-104
=-105
=-106
slope 2 slope 2
slope 2
slope 2
slope 1
slope 1
slope 1
slope 1
slope 1
A B C
Figure 1. Plots of the numerical error at T = 1 after applying
IIF2, iETD2, and hIFE2 to the scalar equation in (8) with u(0) = 1
for various ∆t. Plots are shown for (A) f(u, t) = t2 with α =
−101, −102, −103, −104, −105, and −106; (B) f(u, t) = −u with
α = −8, −16, −32, −64, and −128; and (C) f(u, t) = −u + t2
with α = −102, −103, −104, −105, and −106. The curves for
iETD2 and hIFE2 are identical in (A), and those for IIF2 and
hIFE2 are identical in (B). We see that for the time-dependent
reactions (A,C), the error in IIF2 increases as −α increases while
the error in iETD2 and hIFE2 decreases.
2.1.3. Case III: Mixed reactions. Finally, we consider mixed reactions of the form
f(u, t) = ru + g(t), where, as in Case I, we assume g ∈ C∞ and g and all its
derivatives are bounded and O(1). Again, we only consider ru for the u-dependent
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term so that the extension of the analysis to system case in the next section is
straightforward. In this case, the derivatives in (11) and (12) are given by
dj
dtj
fn = r(α+ r)
jun + g
(j)
n + r
j−1∑
l=0
(α+ r)j−1−lg(l)n . (15)
The expressions for the truncation errors of IIF2, iETD2, and hIFE2 up to O(∆t4)
are given in Table 1. This is the first (and only) case we examine where the hIFE2
method differs from both IIF2 and iETD2.
As in Cases I and II, we observe that the ∆t3 terms are O(α) times larger than
the ∆t2 terms, so the threshold ∆t < O(1/|α|) also applies here. The main feature
we point out for the errors in this case is that, owing to the form of the derivatives
in (15), after substituting this expression into the truncation errors in (11) and
(12) and multiplying everything out, the truncation error in this case will contain
terms that involve just the derivatives g
(j)
n , exactly replicating the error in Case I.
Then, regardless of how the other terms behave, there will be a part of the error
that behaves in the same manner as the time-dependent Case I. That is, as −α
grows, some part of the error will increase under IIF2 whereas that same part of
the error will decrease under iETD2. The error should also decrease under hIFE2
since this method treats those time-dependent terms with iETD2. Thus, in this
case we expect to observe similar behavior as in Case I: increasing error in IIF2 and
decreasing error in iETD2 and hIFE2 as −α increases.
We demonstrate this claim with yet another example, this time taking f(u, t) =
−u + t2, the results of which are shown in Figure 1C as a function of ∆t. We see
that indeed the error for all three methods behaves similarly to Case I, increasing as
−α increases under IIF2 while decreasing under iETD2 and hIFE2. The plot also
verifies our prediction that the threshold at which second-order behavior is seen is
around ∆t ≈ 1/|α|.
2.2. Accuracy in semi-discrete form. Having examined each of the three cases
for the scalar equation (8), we now turn our attention to the differences between
the scalar form and the semi-discrete form,
Ut = AU + F (U, t). (16)
A motivating one-dimensional problem that can be written in the form (16) is
ut = duxx + f(u, x, t), x ∈ [a, b], t ∈ [0, T ],
ux|x=a = u|x=b = 0,
u(x, 0) = v(x),
(17)
where u = u(x, t), d > 0, and we require v(x) to satisfy the given boundary condi-
tions. Note that the boundary conditions here are mixed homogeneous; we discuss
different types of boundary conditions in Section 3.
We can put the partial differential equation (PDE) (17) into the form (16) by
using finite difference discretization of the operator d ∂
2
∂x2 . Let ∆x = (b − a)/N be
the mesh size and N be the number of grid points in the spatial discretization. We
can write A as the diagonalizable N ×N matrix,
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Method Reaction f Truncation error
IIF2
g(t)
− 112∆t2(α2gn − 2αg′n + g′′n)
− 124∆t3(α3gn − α2g′n − αg′′n + g′′′n ) +O(∆t4)
ru
− 112∆t2r3un
− 124∆t3(2αr3 + r4)un +O(∆t4)
ru+ g(t)
− 112∆t2
[
α2gn + α(−rgn − 2g′n) + (r3un + r2gn + rg′n + g′′n)
]
− 124∆t3
[
α3gn + α
2(−rgn − g′n) + α(2r3un + r2gn − g′′n)
+(r4un + r
3gn + r
2g′n + rg
′′
n + g
′′′
n )
]
+O(∆t4)
iETD2
g(t)
− 112∆t2g′′n
− 124∆t3(αg′′n + g′′′n ) +O(∆t4)
ru
− 112∆t2(α2r + 2αr2 + r3)un
− 124∆t3(2α3r + 5α2r2 + 4αr3 + r4)un +O(∆t4)
ru+ g(t)
− 112∆t2
[
α2run + α(2r
2un + rgn) + (r
3un + r
2gn + rg
′
n + g
′′
n)
]
− 124∆t3
[
2α3run − α2(5r2un + 2rgn) + α(4r3un + 3r2gn + 2rg′n + g′′n)
+(r4un + r
3gn + r
2g′n + rg
′′
n + g
′′′
n )
]
+O(∆t4)
hIFE2
g(t) equivalent to iETD2
ru equivalent to IIF2
ru+ g(t)
− 112∆t2
[− αrgn + (r3un + r2gn + rg′n + g′′n)]
− 124∆t3
[− α2rgn + α(2r3un + r2gn + g′′n)
+(r4un + r
3gn + r
2g′n + rg
′′
n + g
′′′
n )
]
+O(∆t4)
Table 1. The truncation errors of IIF2, iETD2, and hIFE2 when
applied to (8) with different reactions.
A =
d
∆x2

−2 2
1 −2 1
1 −2 1
. . .
. . .
. . .
1 −2 1
1 −2

N×N
, (18)
and we form the vectors
U(t) =
(
u0(t), u1(t), . . . , uN−1(t)
)T
F (U, t) =
(
f(u0(t), x0, t), f(u1(t), x1, t), . . . , f(uN−1(t), xN−1, t)
)T (19)
where xi = a + i∆x, i = 0, . . . , N − 1, are the grid points in the discretization
(we identify xN = b), and u
i(t) , u(xi, t). This spatial discretization completely
removes x-dependence from the equation and introduces an error from the exact so-
lution of O(∆x2); we assume this level of spatial error in the remaining calculations
and only discuss temporal error for the remainder of the analysis.
The matrix A has N distinct eigenvalues, λj , dσj/∆x2, j = 1, . . . , N , where σj
are listed in descending order:
σj = −2 + 2 cos (2j − 1)pi
2N
, j = 1, . . . , N. (20)
The eigenvalues are all negative, and in the limit N →∞,
λ1 → −d
(
pi/2
b− a
)2
= O(d), λN ≈ − 4d
∆x2
→ −∞. (21)
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For convenience, we henceforth set a = 0, b = pi/2 so that λ1 → −d. The least
negative possible eigenvalue occurs at N = j = 1, where λ1 = − 8dpi2 . For small ∆x
(i.e. large N), the range of eigenvalues is large, as listed in Table 2. Though we
have only discussed mixed boundary conditions here, the eigenvalues of the matrices
corresponding to Neumann and Dirichlet conditions have similar properties, which
are all negative and differ in a large range [41].
j
N
32 64 128 256 512 1024
1 −1.00 −1.00 −1.00 −1.00 −1.00 −1.00
5 −7.97e+1 −8.07e+1 −8.09e+1 −8.09e+1 −8.10e+1 −8.10e+1
N/2 −7.89e+2 −3.23e+03 −1.31e+04 −5.28e+04 −2.12e+05 −8.49e+05
N −1.66e+03 −6.64e+03 −2.66e+04 −1.06e+05 −4.25e+05 −1.70e+06
Table 2. Eigenvalues of A, λj , under different spatial resolutions,
where d = 1, a = 0, b = pi/2, j = 1, 5, N/2, N .
2.2.1. Relating the error in semi-discrete form to that of the scalar form. In each
of the three cases in Section 2.1, we have considered reactions that were easily ex-
tendable to the semi-discrete form. Since the matrix A in (18) is diagonalizable, we
thus set A = HΛH−1, where Λ is the diagonal matrix consisting of the eigenvalues
λj , j = 1, . . . , N . Then for an explicitly time-dependent reaction F (U, t) = G(t),
we can multiply (16) on the left by H−1 to obtain
d
dt
(
H−1U
)
= Λ
(
H−1U
)
+H−1G(t), (22)
where H−1U and H−1G(t) are N -vectors. Then since Λ is diagonal, the jth com-
ponent of this system takes the form
d
dt
(
H−1U
)
j
= λj
(
H−1U
)
j
+
(
H−1G
)
j
(t), (23)
which matches the scalar form (8) with the new variable u = (H−1U)j , α = λj , and
f(u, t) =
(
H−1G
)
j
(t), independent of u. We can thus solve this system by solving
each of the components individually.
Similarly, if F (U, t) = rU , we can also diagonalize the system, writing
d
dt
(
H−1U
)
= Λ
(
H−1U
)
+ r
(
H−1U
)
, (24)
so that we obtain a system of scalar equations with α = λj , f(u, t) = r(H
−1U)j (cf.
ut = αu+ ru). For the mixed reaction, F (U, t) = rU +G(t), a similar form can be
obtained. For general nonlinear reactions, the conclusions in scalar form cannot be
directly extended to semi-discrete form since the system may not be diagonalizable.
We do not analyze the nonlinear reactions in this paper, only numerical tests are
carried out in Section 5.
From the above, we see that solving an equation in the semi-discrete form is
equivalent to solving N separate scalar equations, each with different α. We showed
in Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.3 that for scalar equations with time-dependent or mixed
reactions, as −α increases, the error in IIF2 increases while the error in iETD2
and hIFE2 decreases. Thus, if we apply each method to the entire system (22)
and measure error with the maximum norm, the component we expect to have the
largest error under IIF2 is the one with the largest (i.e. most negative) eigenvalue,
λN , whereas we expect the component with the largest error under iETD2 and
hIFE2 to be the one with the smallest eigenvalue, λ1. Since each scalar equation
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requires ∆t < O(1/|α|) = O(1/|λj |) to observe second-order temporal error (Sec-
tion 2.1.1), we expect iETD2 and hIFE2 to display second-order behavior for any
∆t < O(1/|λ1|) = O(1/d) while IIF2 requires ∆t < O(1/|λN |) = O(∆x2/d). For
large N , the magnitudes of λ1 and λN differ in large range as shown in (21), then
IIF2 requires a much smaller ∆t to exhibit second-order temporal error than iETD2
and hIFE2. Meanwhile, for autonomous reactions, we showed in Section 2.1.2 that
the error for the scalar equation in all three methods decreases with larger −α.
Thus, in this case, the error in all three methods is dictated by the smallest eigen-
value, λ1, so that all three methods exhibit second-order temporal error for large
∆t < O(1/d).
We demonstrate the above claims in Figure 2 by comparing the behavior of
IIF2, iETD2, and hIFE2 on the three reactions F (U, t) = t2, F (U, t) = −U , and
F (U, t) = −U + t2 with various N as a function of ∆t. We see that indeed for IIF2,
as N increases, progressively smaller ∆t are required to observe second-order tem-
poral error. In contrast, iETD2 and hIFE2 always maintain second-order temporal
accuracy for different N , consistent with our analysis.
Remark. When the explicitly time-dependent terms appear in the reactions, the
difference in performance of the IIF2 and iETD2 methods makes intuitive sense.
In IIF2, the product of the exponential integration factor and the reaction is in-
terpolated together, whereas in iETD2, only the reaction is interpolated, not the
exponential. For large −α, IIF2 has to interpolate an exponentially increasing func-
tion, e−αtg(t), with a polynomial, thus likely introducing a lot of error. In contrast,
iETD2 interpolates only the reaction, g(t), which is independent of −α and likely
varies less over time. Therefore, the approximation by iETD2 is likely to be more
accurate than IIF2 in this case.
Remark. In previous work, the absolute stability analysis was carried out on
ETD [2] and IIF [34] methods. Both iETD2 and IIF2 are unconditionally linearly
stable (A-stable), while eETD2 is conditionally linearly stable. The absolute stabil-
ity analysis only considers equations with autonomous reactions and homogeneous
boundary conditions. The hIFE2 has the same absolute stability with IIF2. The
fEIF2 method [22] has the same absolute stability with eETD2. Therefore, the
hIFE2 method is A-stable, and fEIF2 is conditionally linearly stable. For solving
stiff systems, a large time step size is allowed if the method is A-stable. We show
the advantage of hIFE2 over fEIF2 in stability in Section 5.2.
3. The hybrid method hIFE for systems with nonhomogeneous boundary
conditions. We showed that hIFE2 is more accurate than IIF2 in Section 2 and has
lower computational cost than iETD2 in Appendix B. In this section, we discuss
the extension of hIFE2 to equations with nonhomogeneous boundary conditions
through a transformation.
3.1. Direct treatment of nonhomogeneous boundary conditions. In all of
the analysis in Section 2, we assumed that the explicitly time-dependent terms were
O(1). When considering a one-dimensional reaction–diffusion equation of the form
ut = duxx + f(u, x, t). (25)
with nonhomogeneous boundary conditions, however, the system can be written in
the modified semi-discrete form (cf. (16)),
Ut = AU +B(t) + F (U, t), (26)
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(G) IIF2; -U+t2 (H) iETD2; -U+t2 (I) hIFE2; -U+t2
Figure 2. The temporal errors at T = 1 in the maximum norm
when solving the semi-discrete form (16) of (27) for different re-
actions with the IIF, iETD2, and hIFE2 methods. In all simula-
tions, the reaction coefficient d = 1. (A) IIF2 for F (U, t) = t2;
(B) iETD2 for F (U, t) = t2; (C) hIFE2 for F (U, t) = t2; (D) IIF2
for F (U, t) = −U ; (E) iETD2 for F (U, t) = −U ; (F) hIFE2 for
F (U, t) = −U ; (G) IIF2 for F (U, t) = −U + t2; (H) iETD2 for
F (U, t) = −U + t2; (I) hIFE2 for F (U, t) = −U + t2. Different col-
ors represent the number of points, N , in the spatial discretization,
where N = 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024. Subfigures in same
row share the same y-axis while subfigures in same column share
the same x-axis. Panels (B) and (C) are identical because hIFE2
treats time-dependent terms with iETD2, and panels (D) and (F)
are identical since hIFE2 treats autonomous terms with IIF2.
where B(t) is a time-dependent term of O(1/∆x) or O(1/∆x2) for Neumann- or
Dirichlet-type conditions, respectively [41]. Then hIFE2 may not remain second-
order under large ∆t.
For example, we consider a specific one-dimensional reaction–diffusion equation,
ut = uxx − u, x ∈
[
0,
pi
2
]
,
u(x, 0) = sin(x+
pi
6
),
(27)
a solution of which is
u(x, t) = e−2t sin(x+
pi
6
). (28)
We now consider three different variations of this problem with different non-
homogeneous boundary conditions dictated by the exact solution (28): (a) the
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Neumann boundary conditions; (b) the Dirichlet boundary conditions; (c) mixed
boundary conditions, Neumann at x = 0 and Dirichlet at x = pi2 . We list the bound-
ary conditions and the corresponding A and B(t) in the semi-discrete form (26) in
Table 3. Note that Neumann conditions cause B(t) to be O(1/∆x), and Dirichlet
and mixed conditions cause B(t) to be O(1/∆x2).
Neumann Dirichlet Mixed
BCs
ux|x=0 = e−2t cos pi6 u|x=0 = e−2t sin pi6 , ux|x=0 = e−2t cos pi6
ux|x=pi2 = e−2t cos 2pi3 u|x=pi2 = e−2t sin 2pi3 u|x=pi2 = e−2t sin 2pi3
B(t) e−2t

− 2 cos pi6∆x
0
...
0
2 cos 2pi3
∆x

N+1
e−2t

sin pi6
∆x2
0
...
0
sin 2pi3
∆x2

N−1
e−2t

− 2 cos pi6∆x
0
...
0
sin 2pi3
∆x2

N
A 1∆x2

−2 2
1 −2 1
. . .
. . .
. . .
1 −2 1
2 −2

(N+1)2
1
∆x2

−2 1
1 −2 1
. . .
. . .
. . .
1 −2 1
1 −2

(N−1)2
1
∆x2

−2 2
1 −2 1
. . .
. . .
. . .
1 −2 1
1 −2

N2
Table 3. Different boundary conditions in (27), and their corre-
sponding A and B(t) in the semi-discrete form (26).
We directly apply hIFE2 to (27) with these three kinds of boundary conditions
and plot the error at T = 1 in Figure 3A–C. In hIFE2, the explicitly time-dependent
term B(t) is treated by iETD2, and the autonomous term −U is treated by IIF2.
In each of the cases, we refine ∆t until the error is dominated by spatial error
introduced in the discretization. We see that hIFE2 exhibits second-order accuracy
only for the O(1/∆x) Neumann boundary conditions. The hIFE2 method does not
retain second-order accuracy for large ∆t with the O(1/∆x2) Dirichlet or mixed
boundary conditions, presumably because B(t) is too large.
3.2. A transformation for nonhomogeneous boundary conditions. To ob-
serve second-order behavior for hIFE2 under large time step when dealing with
nonhomogeneous boundary conditions, we construct an auxiliary function uB that
satisfies the same boundary conditions as u and form a new system in terms of the
variable u˜ = u− uB that satisfies homogeneous boundary conditions [47]. We then
solve the new system using hIFE2 for u˜ and add the auxiliary function uB back
into the obtained solution to recover u. Since u˜ satisfies homogeneous boundary
conditions, hIFE2 can obtain a solution with second-order accuracy even when u
itself satisfies Dirichlet conditions.
3.2.1. One-dimensional system. Let u(x, t) satisfy (25) with the following general
nonhomogeneous boundary conditions on a one-dimensional domain [x1, x2]:{ B1u(x1, t) = (α1u+ β1ux)|x=x1 = f1(t),
B2u(x2, t) = (α2u+ β2ux)|x=x2 = f2(t). (29)
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Figure 3. Plots of the numerical error at T = 1 in maximum
norm after applying hIFE2 to (27) with Neumann, Dirichlet, and
mixed boundary conditions for various ∆t and fixed N . The hIFE2
is applied to both original and transformed (Section 3.2) equations.
Plots are shown for hIFE2 on: (A) the original equation with Neu-
mann boundary; (B) the original equation with Dirichlet boundary;
(C) the original equation with mixed boundary; (D) the trans-
formed equation with Neumann boundary; (E) the transformed
equation with Dirichlet boundary; (F) the transformed equation
with mixed boundary. Different colors represent different spatial
mesh sizes N , where N = 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024.
To construct the auxiliary function uB , we define two basis functions,
C1(x) =
(x− x2)2
α1(x1 − x2)2 + 2β1(x1 − x2) ,
C2(x) =
(x− x1)2
α2(x2 − x1)2 + 2β2(x2 − x1) ,
(30)
so that
B1C1(x1) = 1, B1C2(x1) = 0,
B2C1(x2) = 0, B2C2(x2) = 1.
Then we construct uB as a linear combination of the basis functions
uB(x, t) = C1(x)f1(t) + C2(x)f2(t), (31)
so that uB satisfies the same nonhomogeneous boundary conditions (29) as u.
Hence, u˜ = u − uB will satisfy homogeneous boundary conditions in the modified
equation
u˜t = du˜xx + f(u˜+ uB , x, t)− (uB)t + d(uB)xx. (32)
This modified equation can thus be solved by hIFE2 and the original solution u
of (25) can be found by adding uB back into the numerically obtained solution
u˜ of (32). Note that the function uB is known, so uB and its derivatives can be
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computed analytically. The modified equation includes nonzero explicitly time-
dependent terms with magnitude O(1). Indeed, hIFE2 can exhibit second order in
time for large ∆t while IIF2 cannot exhibit that. The effect of the transformation
can be thought of as “spreading out” the two large nonzero components in the
untransformed B(t) over the entire domain to dampen their magnitude.
We include plots of the numerical results of applying hIFE2 to the transformed
versions of the model problem (27) from the previous section in Figure 3D–F, noting
that indeed hIFE2 remains second order for the transformed equations when it failed
to do so for the untransformed ones.
3.2.2. Higher-dimensional systems. Suppose a solution u(x, y, t) is desired on the
two-dimensional domain [x1, x2] × [y1, y2], with nonhomogeneous boundary condi-
tions, 
B11u(x1, y, t) = (α11u+ β11ux)|x=x1 = f1(y, t),
B12u(x2, y, t) = (α12u+ β12ux)|x=x2 = f2(y, t),
B21u(x, y1, t) = (α21u+ β21uy)|y=y1 = g1(x, t),
B22u(x, y2, t) = (α22u+ β22uy)|y=y2 = g2(x, t).
(33)
Using a similar technique as in the one-dimensional case (30), we define the basis
functions C11(x), C12(x), C21(y), C22(y) satisfying
B11C11(x1) = 1, B11C12(x1) = 0,
B12C11(x2) = 0, B12C12(x2) = 1,
B21C21(y1) = 1, B21C22(y1) = 0,
B22C21(y2) = 0, B22C22(y2) = 1.
To construct the auxiliary function uB , we first transform the boundary conditions
at x = x1, x2, letting
uB1(x, y, t) = C11(x)f1(y, t) + C12(x)f2(y, t). (34)
Then u− uB1 satisfies the boundary conditions
B11(u− uB1)(x1, y, t) = 0,
B12(u− uB1)(x2, y, t) = 0,
B21(u− uB1)(x, y1, t) = g1(x, t)− [C11(x)B21f1(y1, t) + C12(x)B21f2(y1, t)] , g˜1(x, t),
B22(u− uB1)(x, y2, t) = g2(x, t)− [C11(x)B22f1(y2, t) + C12(x)B22f2(y2, t)] , g˜2(x, t),
which is homogeneous with respect to x. Then we transform the boundary condi-
tions at y = y1, y2, letting
uB2(x, y, t) = C21(y)g˜1(x, t) + C22(y)g˜2(x, t).
Then uB = uB1 + uB2 satisfies the same boundary conditions (33) as u so that
u˜ = u−uB1−uB2 = u−uB satisfies homogeneous boundary conditions. Altogether,
then, we have
uB = C11(x)f1(y, t) + C12(x)f2(y, t) + C21(y)g1(x, t) + C22(y)g2(x, t)
− C11(x)C21(y)B21f1(y1, t)− C12(x)C21(y)B21f2(y1, t)
− C11(x)C22(y)B22f1(y2, t)− C12(x)C22(y)B22f2(y2, t).
(35)
Remark. Such an approach of constructing uB can be extended to higher dimen-
sions in a straightforward manner.
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4. The hIFE method in higher dimensions. We now introduce a higher-
dimensional version of the hIFE method that utilizes the compact versions of iETD
[22] and IIF [33] to reduce the size of the system compared with a na¨ıve discretiza-
tion of the Laplacian operator. We only introduce the three-dimensional version
since the procedure generalizes trivially to other dimensions.
The main drawback of higher-dimensional IIF and iETD methods is the large
size of the system. For example, in three dimensions, if Nx, Ny, and Nz correspond
to the number of grid points in the x, y, and z, directions, respectively, the matrix
A in the semi-discrete form (2) has dimension NxNyNZ × NxNyNz (or N3 × N3
if Nx = Ny = Nz = N). Since the number of computations per iteration for
IIF is proportional to the square of the size of the system, each iteration requires
O(N2xN2yN2z ) operations (or O(N6) if all are equal). The number of operations for
iETD is proportional to the cube of the size of the system—O(N9) operations per
iteration for equal spacing in all directions.
In contrast, the compact representation reduces the storage requirement on A
to O(N2x + N2y + N2z ) = O(3N2) and the number of operations in each iteration
to O(N2xNyNz + NxN2yNz + NxNyN2z ) = O(3N4). When applied to hIFE, this
approach leads to a significant improvement in its efficiency for higher-dimensional
systems.
To illustrate the compact representation approach, we consider (1) in three di-
mensions. As in the one-dimensional hIFE, we split the reaction term f(u, x, y, z, t)
= f1(u, x, y, z, t)+f2(x, y, z, t), where f1(u, x, y, z, t) , f(u, x, y, z, t)−f(0, x, y, z, t)
and f2(x, y, z, t) , f(0, x, y, z, t). Let Nx, Ny, and Nz be the number of grid points
in each dimension, and hx, hy, and hz be the corresponding mesh sizes. The spatial
discretization is {(xi, yj , zk) : 1 ≤ i ≤ Nx, 1 ≤ j ≤ Ny, 1 ≤ k ≤ Nz}. Denote the
discretized u by UNx×Ny×Nz = (Ui,j,k)Nx×Ny×Nz . Here F1(U, t) and F2(t) are the
discretized forms of f1 and f2, respectively. We define the linear operators x©, y©,
and z© as
(A x©U)i,j,k =
Nx∑
l=1
Ai,lUl,j,k
(B y©U)i,j,k =
Ny∑
l=1
Bj,lUi,l,k
(C z©U)i,j,k =
Nz∑
l=1
Ck,lUi,j,l,
(36)
and define the matrices Lx,Ly,Lz to approximate the one-dimensional diffusion
operators D ∂
2
∂x2 , D
∂2
∂y2 , D
∂2
∂z2 by the same second-order central difference in the one-
dimensional method. The compact representation for the diffusion approximation
is
Ut = Lx x©U + Ly y©U + Lz z©U + F1(U, t) + F2(t). (37)
The matrices Lx, Ly, and Lz are diagonalizable, i.e.,
Lx = PxΛxP−1x , Ly = PyΛyP−1y , Lz = PzΛzP−1z ,
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where Λx, Λy, and Λz are diagonal matrices,
Λx = diag[α1, α2, . . . , αNx ],
Λy = diag[β1, β2, . . . , βNy ],
Λz = diag[γ1, γ2, . . . , γNz ].
We define H = (hi,j,k)Nx×Ny×Nz such that
hi,j,k = αi + βj + γk,
the operator (e∗) as taking exponential of an array element by element,
(e∗)H = (ehi,j,k)Nx×Ny×Nz ,
and the operator  as componentwise matrix multiplication,
AB = (ai,j,kbi,j,k)Nx×Ny×Nz .
Then we define the operator L(t) applied to U as
L(t)U = e−Lzt z©e−Lyt y©e−Lxt x©U
= (Pz z©Py y©Px x©)e−Λzt z©e−Λyt y©e−Λxt x©(P−1z z©P−1y y©P−1x x©U)
= (Pz z©Py y©Px x©)(e∗)−Ht  (P−1z z©P−1y y©P−1x x©U).
Using L(t) as an integration factor in (37) and integrating over [tn, tn+1], we obtain
Un+1 = L(−∆t)Un + L(−∆t)
∫ ∆t
0
L(τ)F1(U(tn + τ), tn + τ) dτ
+ L(−∆t)
∫ ∆t
0
L(τ)F2(tn + τ) dτ
, L(−∆t)Un + (F˜1)n + (F˜2)n,
(38)
which takes a similar form to (3) in the one-dimensional method. Motivated by the
one-dimensional method, then, in the compact hIFE we approximate (F˜1)n using
the compact IIF and (F˜2)n using the compact iETD. As in one dimension, the
compact iETD approximates F2 ≈ p(τ) using Lagrange interpolation, and L(τ)p(τ)
is integrated exactly. The compact IIF interpolates L(τ)F1 ≈ q(τ), and q(τ) is
integrated exactly. The compact hIFE2 thus approximates
(F˜1)n ≈ ∆t
2
(
F1(Un+1) + e
Lz∆t z©eLy∆t y©eLx∆t x©F1(Un)
)
, (39)
(F˜2)n ≈ Pz z©Py y©Px x©
((1 + (−1 + hi,j,k∆t)ehi,j,k∆t
h2i,j,k∆t
)
i,j,k
 (F2)n
+
( (−1− hi,j,k∆t) + ehi,j,k∆t
h2i,j,k∆t
)
i,j,k
 (F2)n+1
)
.
(40)
Note that these expressions are very similar to expression (7) for hIFE2 in one
dimension.
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5. Application of hIFE to more complex systems. In this section, we present
several numerical simulations, demonstrating the advantages of hIFE2 in accuracy,
complexity, and stability compared with the other methods. In Section 5.1, we
apply IIF2, iETD2, fEIF2, and hIFE2 to a nonlinear reaction to demonstrate the
advantages of hIFE2 over IIF2 and iETD2 in accuracy and complexity. Then, in
Section 5.2, we apply all of the methods to a stiff system of coupled PDEs to
demonstrate the stability advantage of hIFE2 over fEIF2. In both examples we
choose systems with nonhomogeneous boundary conditions to highlight how hIFE2
can handle these (with the aid of the transformation from Section 3.2). In Section
5.3, we provide examples justifying the choice of F1, F2 in (6) compared with
the more “obvious” choice. Finally, in Section 5.4, we provide an example of the
compact hIFE2 in three dimensions.
5.1. Reaction–diffusion equation with a nonlinear reaction term. All the
reactions we have considered in the analysis so far have been linear in u. We now
consider an equation with a nonlinear reaction term and, just for good measure,
a space-dependent term as well. We compare the obtained solutions using IIF2,
iETD2, fEIF2, and hIFE2 in terms of accuracy and complexity. We start with the
equation 
ut = duxx + u
2 − e−2dt sin2 x, 0 ≤ x ≤ pi
2
,
ux|x=0 = e−dt, u|x=pi2 = e−dt,
u(x, 0) = sinx,
(41)
which has the exact solution
u = e−dt sinx. (42)
Since the boundary conditions are nonhomogeneous, we apply the transformation
introduced in Section 3.2 to the equation, setting
uB = e
−dt
(−(x− pi2 )2
pi
+
4x2
pi2
)
so that we obtain a transformed equation for u˜ = u− uB ,
u˜t = du˜xx + u˜
2 + 2uBu˜+ u
2
B + duB + de
−dt
(
− 2
pi
+
8
pi2
)
− e−2dt sin2 x, (43)
with homogeneous boundary conditions. Since fEIF2 is supposed to work without
transforming the boundary conditions, we apply it to the untransformed equation
(41), and we apply IIF2, iETD2, and hIFE2 to the transformed equation (43). In
both cases, we choose a uniform spatial grid with ∆x = pi/2N and set the time step
to vary proportional to the spatial grid, ∆t = 0.1∆x. We further set the diffusion
constant d = 2 and approximate the solution through time T = 1. Since fEIF2 is a
second-order explicit method, we require knowledge of the discretized U at two time
steps to begin the approximation when we are only given the initial condition. To
determine the second time step, U1 = U(∆t), we modify fEIF2 to use the first-order
eETD1 on the reaction terms and iETD2 on the boundary terms. Then we proceed
with the usual fEIF2 for later time steps. For solving the nonlinear equations in
the implicit methods, IIF2, iETD2, and hIFE2, we use Newton’s method [18] with
a tolerance of 10−8 and a maximum of 15 iterations.
We compare the results of the four methods for variousN in terms of the L∞ error
at T = 1 and CPU time for the computation in Table 4. We include both the CPU
time (“CPU time 1”) for forming the exponential-like matrices (Appendix C) and
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(“CPU time 2”) for the actual iterations. The total CPU time is listed in a separate
column. We see that, consistent with Section 2, IIF2 does not attain second-order
accuracy, especially for large N , while the other methods do. In addition, consistent
with Appendix B, the ratio of CPU time among IIF2:hIFE2:fEIF2 is around 1:3:5,
and the computation time of iETD2 is much higher than the others.
In this example, hIFE2 and fEIF2 perform similarly and exhibit a major ad-
vantage in accuracy compared with IIF2 and computational speed compared with
iETD2. Despite being implicit, hIFE2 even has a minor advantage in computational
time over fEIF2.
5.2. Stiff system of coupled reaction–diffusion equations. In the previous
example, hIFE2 and fEIF2 performed similarly in terms of accuracy and complexity.
We note, however, that the IIF2, iETD2, and hIFE2 methods are A-stable whereas
fEIF2 is not. This advantage in stability will be significant for systems with stiff
reactions, which we now investigate. In the system of PDEs,
ut = duxx − au+ v,
vt = dvxx − bv,
ux|x=0 = e−(a+d)t + e−(b+d)t, vx|x=0 = (a− b)e−(b+d)t,
u|x=pi2 = e−(a+d)t + e−(b+d)t, v|x=pi2 = (a− b)e−(b+d)t,
u(x, 0) = 2 sinx,
v(x, 0) = (a− b) sinx,
(44)
whose exact solution is
u(x, t) = (e−(a+d)t + e−(b+d)t) sin(x),
v(x, t) = (a− b)e−(b+d)t sin(x),
(45)
if a and b have very different magnitudes, the resulting system will be stiff. As such,
we compare the performance of IIF2, iETD2, fEIF2, and hIFE2 on this system of
PDEs.
We transform the equation to make the boundary conditions homogeneous and
apply IIF2, iETD2, and hIFE2 to the transformed system whereas we apply fEIF2
to the untransformed system. The corresponding auxiliary functions are
uB = (e
−(a+d)t + e−(b+d)t)
(−(x− pi2 )2
pi
+
4x2
pi2
)
,
vB = (a− b)e−(b+d)t
(−(x− pi2 )2
pi
+
4x2
pi2
)
.
In each of the simulations, we fix the spatial mesh size ∆x = pi/2N withN = 1024
and run each method through K time steps to a final time T (so ∆t = T/K). We
set a = 500, b = −2, d = 0.1, T = 1, and include the results for various K in Table
5. As the magnitude of the solutions is large, we also include the relative error in
this table.
In this example, hIFE2 is still more accurate than IIF2 and faster than iETD2.
The fEIF2 method, however, suffers from stability issues. The numerical solution
obtained with fEIF2 blows up when the time step size is not small enough. Mean-
while, the other three methods never suffer from this blow-up issue since they are
all A-stable. When K = 320 (so ∆t = 1/320 = 3.125 × 10−3), the error in the
numerical solution of fEIF2 is still huge while the relative error of hIFE2 is already
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N L∞ error Order CPU time (s) CPU time 1 (s) CPU time 2 (s)
IIF2
8 0.00228 - 0.09 0.05 0.04
16 0.000591 1.95 0.04 0.02 0.02
32 0.000198 1.58 0.07 0.03 0.04
64 7.81e-05 1.34 0.13 0.04 0.09
128 0.000108 −0.46 0.54 0.07 0.47
256 5.18e-05 1.06 1.26 0.23 1.03
512 1.83e-05 1.50 4.00 1.39 2.61
1024 2.07e-05 −0.18 28.30 7.75 20.55
2048 1.07e-05 0.96 168.12 42.10 126.02
4096 5.35e-06 1.00 1148.42 265.35 883.07
N L∞ error Order CPU time (s) CPU time 1 (s) CPU time 2 (s)
iETD2
8 0.00216 - 0.07 0.04 0.03
16 0.000539 2.00 0.07 0.04 0.03
32 0.000135 2.00 0.12 0.06 0.06
64 3.37e-05 2.00 0.80 0.07 0.73
128 8.41e-06 2.00 3.78 0.16 3.62
256 2.1e-06 2.00 22.99 0.54 22.45
512 5.26e-07 2.00 289.66 2.70 286.96
1024 1.32e-07 2.00 2841.66 14.65 2827.01
2048 3.31e-08 1.99 35348.32 91.84 35256.48
4096 - - too long - -
N L∞ error Order CPU time (s) CPU time 1 (s) CPU time 2 (s)
hIFE2
8 0.00217 - 0.12 0.09 0.03
16 0.000544 1.99 0.06 0.04 0.02
32 0.000137 1.99 0.08 0.05 0.03
64 3.42e-05 2.00 0.16 0.08 0.08
128 8.75e-06 1.97 0.76 0.17 0.59
256 2.21e-06 1.99 1.85 0.54 1.31
512 5.53e-07 2.00 9.17 2.61 6.56
1024 1.49e-07 1.89 61.82 14.20 47.62
2048 3.93e-08 1.93 419.24 89.49 329.75
4096 1.12e-08 1.81 3096.23 603.04 2493.19
N L∞ error Order CPU time (s) CPU time 1 (s) CPU time 2 (s)
fEIF2
8 0.00216 - 0.37 0.37 0.00
16 0.00054 2.00 0.04 0.04 0.00
32 0.000135 2.00 0.07 0.07 0.00
64 3.38e-05 2.00 0.09 0.08 0.01
128 8.44e-06 2.00 0.54 0.18 0.36
256 2.11e-06 2.00 1.41 0.69 0.72
512 5.28e-07 2.00 11.62 3.01 8.61
1024 1.32e-07 2.00 84.11 16.11 68.00
2048 3.31e-08 1.99 613.91 101.12 512.79
4096 8.89e-09 1.90 4700.11 707.64 3992.47
Table 4. Numerical errors in terms of the maximum norm and
CPU time for the various methods on the example in Section 5.1
at T = 1 with diffusion coefficient d = 2. Here N is the number of
grid points in the spatial discretization (∆x = pi/2N), and the time
step ∆t = 0.1∆x. “CPU time 1” is the CPU time for initializing
the matrices (Appendix C), “CPU time 2” is the CPU time for the
iterations, and “CPU time” is the sum of the two.
very small. A-stability in solving stiff equations is thus a significant advantage of
hIFE2 over fEIF2, cementing its position as the most versatile of the four methods
examined in this paper.
5.3. Justification of the chosen splitting of the reaction terms. Recall
that the motivation for the hIFE2 method was that IIF2 could not handle time-
dependent reaction terms with second-order temporal accuracy while iETD2 could.
For the hIFE2 method, we then defined a splitting of the reaction term in (6) that
might at first glance seem more complicated than necessary. At the level of the
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K L∞ error Relative error Order CPU time (s) CPU time 1 (s) CPU time 2 (s)
IIF2
20 10 0.00381 - 5.32 5.25 0.07
40 4.81 0.00182 1.06 5.07 4.91 0.16
80 2.32 0.000881 1.05 5.09 4.78 0.31
160 1.12 0.000425 1.05 5.07 4.44 0.63
320 0.534 0.000203 1.07 5.24 3.90 1.34
640 0.251 9.51e-05 1.09 5.92 3.40 2.52
1280 0.115 4.34e-05 1.13 7.90 2.92 4.98
2560 0.0503 1.91e-05 1.19 12.84 2.55 10.29
K L∞ error Relative error Order CPU time (s) CPU time 1 (s) CPU time 2 (s)
iETD2
20 3.99 0.00151 - 19.63 10.88 8.75
40 0.994 0.000377 2.00 28.60 10.80 17.80
80 0.248 9.41e-05 2.00 46.92 10.76 36.16
160 0.0617 2.34e-05 2.01 80.10 10.41 69.69
320 0.0152 5.76e-06 2.02 148.60 9.80 138.80
640 0.00366 1.39e-06 2.05 285.20 9.27 275.93
1280 0.000872 3.31e-07 2.07 567.11 8.94 558.17
2560 0.000227 8.61e-08 1.94 1140.59 8.49 1132.10
K L∞ error Relative error Order CPU time (s) CPU time 1 (s) CPU time 2 (s)
hIFE2
20 4.19 0.000397 - 11.11 0.00 0.28
40 1.05 0.000397 2.00 11.96 11.39 0.57
80 0.261 9.91e-05 2.00 11.61 10.70 0.91
160 0.0652 2.47e-05 2.00 12.36 10.37 1.99
320 0.0162 6.14e-06 2.01 13.90 9.84 4.06
640 0.00397 1.51e-06 2.03 17.65 9.43 8.22
1280 0.000971 3.68e-07 2.03 25.08 8.88 16.20
2560 0.000256 9.72e-08 1.92 40.83 8.45 32.38
K L∞ error Relative error Order CPU time (s) CPU time 1 (s) CPU time 2 (s)
fEIF2
20 1.49e+29 4.43e+25 - 12.42 11.96 0.46
40 2.9e+48 8.65e+44 −64.08 12.61 11.78 0.83
80 6.04e+73 1.8e+70 −84.11 13.07 11.46 1.61
160 2.27e+96 6.77e+92 −74.99 14.43 11.20 3.23
320 1.92e+79 5.71e+75 56.72 17.20 10.59 6.61
640 0.251 7.48e-05 265.37 23.47 9.93 13.54
1280 0.119 3.54e-05 1.08 35.96 9.57 26.39
2560 0.0603 1.8e-05 0.98 62.05 9.08 52.97
Table 5. Numerical errors and CPU time for the test in Section
5.2 at time T = 1. We set the diffusion coefficient d = 0.1 and
the coefficients of the reactions a = 500 and b = −2. For each
simulation, we fix the number of grid points N = 1024 (∆x =
pi/2N), and run the simulation for K time steps (∆t = T/K). The
error e is measured in the maximum norm, and the relative error
is defined by e/max{‖UK‖∞, ‖VK‖∞}, where UK and VK are the
numerical solutions after K time steps. “CPU time 1” is the CPU
time for initialization (Appendix C), “CPU time 2” is the CPU
time for the iterations, and “CPU time” is the sum of the two.
undiscretized PDEs, the method splits the reaction f(u, x, t) = f1(u, x, t) +f2(x, t),
where
f1(u, x, t) = f(u, x, t)− f(0, x, t), f2(x, t) = f(0, x, t). (46)
In this section we demonstrate by means of two examples why we suggest this
decomposition over what one may consider a more “obvious” one.
Consider a general reaction–diffusion equation in one dimension with homoge-
neous boundary conditions,
ut = uxx + f(u, x, t), 0 ≤ x ≤ pi
2
,
ux|x=0 = 0, u|x=pi2 = 0,
u(x, 0) = cosx.
5.3.1. Straightforward decomposition. First consider the reaction
f(u, x, t) = cosu+ t. (47)
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Since hIFE2 aims to treat time-dependent terms with iETD2 and autonomous terms
with IIF2, one might be led to choose the straightforward decomposition of the
reaction
f1(u, x, t) = cos(u), f2(x, t) = t. (48)
The decomposition in (46), however, would lead to the splitting
f1(u, x, t) = cos(u)− 1, f2(x, t) = 1 + t. (49)
We include the numerical results of each of the decompositions (48) and (49) for
various spatial mesh sizes, N , fixing ∆t = 0.1∆x in Table 6(A). We see that indeed
the decomposition (49) outperforms the na¨ıve decomposition (48) for each value of
N since it remains second order while the na¨ıve decomposition does not.
Numerical results aside, however, there are other problems with na¨ıvely splitting
the reaction into time-dependent and autonomous terms. Namely, what does one do
with a term such as ut, cos(t)u2, or etu? Should they be included in f1 or f2? The
decomposition (46) provides a framework for even these more complicated reactions
and so is more desirable than the na¨ıve decomposition, especially since it seems to
give more accurate results anyway.
5.3.2. More complicated reactions. In this section, we provide an example of a more
complicated reaction. We construct a reaction that contains x and t, and is unable
to be fully decomposed into an autonomous term and an explicitly time-dependent
term:
f(u, x, t) = (t+ 1) cos(xu) + xet. (50)
The na¨ıve decomposition is
f1(u, x, t) = (t+ 1) cos(xu), f2(x, t) = xe
t, (51)
and the decomposition followed by (46) is
f1(u, x, t) = (t+ 1) cos(xu)− (t+ 1), f2(x, t) = t+ 1 + xet. (52)
The numerical errors for various N , similar to the previous example, are shown
in Table 6(B). Again, we see that the decomposition (52) outperforms the na¨ıve
decomposition (51) for each value of N since it remains second order while the
na¨ıve decomposition does not. The hIFE2 method is thus able to accurately handle
even complicated equations with temporal and spatial variables present in both of
the decomposed terms.
Remark. Despite the appearance of explicitly time-dependent term in f1, the
hIFE2 method can achieve second–order accuracy with large time step as long as
f1(0, x, t) = 0 is held. This example shows that hIFE2 is also able to handle
complicated reactions efficiently.
5.4. Reaction–diffusion system with nonhomogeneous boundary condi-
tions in three dimensions. Finally, we include an example of the compact hIFE2
applied to a three-dimensional system with nonhomogeneous boundary conditions,
ut = d1uxx + d2uyy + d3uzz + ru, (x, y, z) ∈
[
0,
pi
2
]3
ux|x=0 = u|x=pi2 = E sin y sin z,
uy|y=0 = u|y=pi2 = E sinx sin z,
uz|z=0 = u|z=pi2 = E sinx sin y,
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(A)
Decomposition (48) Decomposition (49)
N A priori error Order A priori error Order
16 0.00103 - 0.00102 -
32 0.000532 0.95 0.000255 2.00
64 0.000328 0.70 6.37e-05 2.00
128 8.21e-05 2.00 1.59e-05 2.00
256 0.000196 −1.25 3.98e-06 2.00
512 0.000106 0.88 9.95e-07 2.00
1024 8.69e-06 3.61 2.49e-07 2.00
2048 3.37e-05 −1.96 6.19e-08 2.01
4096 1.75e-05 0.95 1.42e-08 2.12
(B)
Decomposition (51) Decomposition (52)
N A priori error Order A priori error Order
16 0.00979 - 0.00977 -
32 0.00245 2.00 0.00245 1.99
64 6.67e-04 1.88 0.000614 2.00
128 1.67e-04 2.00 0.000153 2.00
256 3.94e-04 -1.24 3.83e-05 2.00
512 2.13e-04 0.89 9.59e-06 2.00
1024 1.76e-05 3.60 2.4e-06 2.00
2048 6.75e-05 -1.94 5.99e-07 2.00
4096 3.50e-05 0.95 1.48e-07 2.02
Table 6. Numerical a priori error in applying hIFE2 to a one-
dimensional reaction–diffusion system with (A) f(u, x, t) = cosu+t
for the decomposition (48) and (49) and (B) f(u, x, t) = (t +
1) cos(xu) + xet for the decomposition (51) and (52). The a pri-
ori error is defined by ‖uN − uN/2‖∞, where N is the number of
grid points in the spatial discretization. The simulations are run
through time T = 1 with ∆x = pi2N and ∆t = 0.1∆x.
where E = e(−d1−d2−d3+r)t. The exact solution is
u(x, y, z, t) = e(−d1−d2−d3+r)t sinx sin y sin z.
As usual, we transform the boundary conditions to be homogeneous, yielding the
auxiliary function
uB =E [C(x) sin y sin z + C(y) sinx sin z + C(z) sinx sin y
− C(x)C(y) sin z − C(x)C(z) sin y − C(y)C(z) sinx
+C(x)C(y)C(z)] ,
where C(x) =
−(x−pi2 )2
pi +
4x2
pi2 . We use a uniform mesh with Nx = Ny = Nz = N ,
and set ∆x = pi/2N and time step ∆t = 0.1∆x. We choose parameters d1 =
d2 = d3 = 1, r = −1, and T = 1. Applying compact hIFE2 to the transformed
equation for u˜ = u − uB with homogeneous boundary conditions, the numerical
errors are listed in Table 7 for various N . We verify that indeed the method attains
second-order temporal error as expected.
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N ×N ×N L∞ error Order
4× 4× 4 1.33e-03 -
8× 8× 8 3.28e-04 2.02
16× 16× 16 8.17e-05 2.01
32× 32× 32 2.04e-05 2.00
64× 64× 64 5.10e-05 2.00
128× 128× 128 1.27e-06 2.00
Table 7. Numerical errors in the maximum norm for hIFE2 ap-
plied to the example in Section 5.4. The spatial resolution is
∆x = pi2N in all three dimensions, the time step is ∆t = 0.1∆x,
the ending time is T = 1, and the coefficients are d1 = d2 = d3 = 1
and r = −1.
6. Conclusions and discussion. IIF and iETD methods are two existing meth-
ods designed for dealing with stiffness in reaction–diffusion equations. When solving
systems that have explicitly time-dependent reactions, these two methods behave
differently in accuracy and efficiency. In particular, IIF2 requires extremely small
time steps to exhibit the theoretical second-order temporal accuracy in practice,
whereas the iETD2 method maintains the second order with relatively large time
steps. On the other hand, the IIF2 method has the advantage of being more ef-
ficient than iETD2 when solving systems with nonlinear reactions owing to the
lower computational cost per time step. The hybrid (hIFE) method intends to take
advantage of the strength in both methods. In hIFE method, the key step is to
split the reaction term into two parts by using (6), and to treat F1 by IIF and F2
by iETD. For complicated reactions, as long as the condition F1|t=0 = 0 is held
(i.e. a more general form than autonomous), the hIFE method exhibits theoretical
order of accuracy with large time step sizes compared to spatial grid size. We have
applied this hybrid method to reaction–diffusion systems containing explicitly time-
dependent reactions, as well as systems with nonhomogeneous boundary conditions
through a transformation. To reduce the cost associated with both the storage
and computation of large matrices in high dimensions, we have incorporated the
compact representation previously developed for IIF and ETD methods into the
high-dimensional hIFE method. Based on various numerical simulations and com-
parisons with other schemes, the hIFE method is found to be more advantageous
with respect to stability, efficiency, and accuracy in solving reaction–diffusion sys-
tems with more complicated reactions or nonhomogeneous boundary conditions.
The stability and restriction on the time step ∆t to exhibit second order for all
methods presented in this paper are provided in Table 8.
Method A-stability
∆t to exhibit second-order accuracy
Time-dependent reactions Nonhomogeneous BCs
IIF2 Yes O(∆x2) ≤ O(∆x2)
iETD2 Yes O(1) -
fEIF2 No O(1) O(1)
hIFE2 Yes O(1) < O(1)
hIFE2 (transformed) Yes O(1) O(1)
Table 8. A summary of the four methods: for their A-stability,
and the restriction on ∆t to exhibit second order, with explicitly
time-dependent reactions or nonhomogeneous boundary condi-
tions.
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The computational complexity (Appendix B) of our method is based on a simple
implementation in this work. There are other techniques to reduce the computa-
tional cost. For example, the discrete fast Fourier transformation [43, 48, 22] and
Krylov method [39, 3, 19, 20, 30] are two effective ways to reduce the computational
cost for matrix-vector multiplications. While the Newton’s method has been used
to solve the nonlinear equations in hIFE, the fixed–point method could be used to
reduce the cost in each iteration whereas the number of iterations may increase.
Because IIF2 and hIFE2 do not involve solving large nonlinear systems, its associ-
ated cost for the Newton’s methods is significantly lower than the iETD2 method
[34]. Together, hIFE2 will cost less computationally than iETD2 but slightly more
than IIF2, as long as similar matrix-vector multiplication techniques and nonlinear
solvers are used.
In high dimensions, the current compact hIFE method can only deal with systems
on fixed rectangular domains and equally distributed meshes in spatial discretiza-
tion. For more complicated geometry or unstructured meshes, hIFE method needs
to be further improved, potentially coupled with Krylov method [3, 30], to reduce
the computational cost. For systems in higher dimension (> 3), other techniques,
such as the sparse grid technique, can be incorporated into this hybrid scheme to
further improve the efficiency. In addition, the hybrid approach can potentially be
applied to convection–reaction–diffusion equations with explicitly time-dependent
reactions, nonhomogeneous boundary conditions or domains moving with time. It
will be also interesting to generalize this hybrid method to reaction–diffusion equa-
tions with anisotropic diffusion or to PDEs with high-order spatial differential op-
erators, such as Cahn–Hilliard equations with dynamic boundary conditions.
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Appendix A. The first-order exhibition of IIF2. In Section 2, when deal-
ing with explicitly time-dependent reactions, we conclude that IIF2 requires ∆t <
O(1/|α|) in the scalar equation (8) or ∆t < O(∆x2/d) in semi-discrete form (16)
to ensure second-order temporal accuracy, but we did not address the accuracy of
IIF2 for ∆t above this threshold. In Figures 1A and 2(A), however, we observe IIF2
exhibits first-order behavior when ∆t is large. Motivated by this observation, we
attempt to provide an explanation for the first-order behavior in this appendix.
First, we investigate the scalar equation (8), only considering explicitly time-
dependent reactions, f(u, t) = g(t), with g ∈ C∞ having an upper bound M > 0.
We consider the global error at time 0 < T < ∞, with a fixed ∆t = T/K (so K
time steps) and various α < 0 satisfying ∆t > O(1/|α|).
The one-step iteration of IIF2 at arbitrary time step tn only depends on the value
of un−1 multiplied by an exponential factor eα∆t. Then since ∆t > O(1/|α|) =⇒
|α∆t| > O(1) =⇒ eα∆t  1. Indeed even for α∆t = −100, eα∆t ≈ 10−44. Then
for large −α, the approximation un becomes essentially independent of previous
iterates,
un = e
α∆tun−1 +
∆t
2
eα∆tgn−1 +
∆t
2
gn −→ ∆t
2
gn (α→ −∞), (53)
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so that, in particular,
uK → ∆t
2
gK =
∆t
2
g(T ) (α→ −∞). (54)
Now the exact solution u(T ) can be written in integral form, which we can bound
using the assumption |g(t)| ≤M :
|u(T )| =
∣∣∣∣∣eαTu(0) + eαT
∫ T
0
e−αtg(t) dt
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ eαT |u(0)|+
∣∣∣∣eαT − 1α
∣∣∣∣M. (55)
Then as α → −∞, |u(T )| → 0. Indeed, even for finite but large −α, we have
|u(T )| . M/|α|. We thus have as a rough estimate of the global error e(T,K) ,
|u(T )− uK | in IIF2 for large −α,
e(T,K) . ∆t
2
|g(T )|+ 1|α|M. (56)
Since we are working under the assumption ∆t > O(1/|α|), 1|α|  ∆t2 , so that we
have e(T,K) = O(∆t), first-order temporal error.
The same argument applies to IIF2 on the semi-discrete equation (16) with an
explicitly time-dependent reaction. As demonstrated in Section 2.2, if we apply
IIF2 to the diagonal system (22) and measure error with the maximum norm, the
component that has the largest error is that with the most negative eigenvalue.
This then requires ∆t < O(1/|λN |) = O(∆x2/d) to observe second-order temporal
error. Repeating the above procedure with ∆t > O(∆x2/d), the error of IIF2 in
that component will be first order, causing the overall error to be first order as well.
Appendix B. Complexity. In this appendix, we compare the computational cost
per iteration of iETD2, IIF2, hIFE2, and fEIF2, showing hIFE2 requires far fewer
operations than iETD2 and a number of operations similar to that of the less-costly
IIF2 method.
We remind the reader of the form of the iteration in each of the methods below
for convenience:
U iETD2n+1 = e
A∆tUn +
I + (−I +A∆t)eA∆t
A2∆t
Fn +
(−I −A∆t) + eA∆t
A2∆t
Fn+1
, eA∆tUn + ∆t
[
L1(A∆t)Fn + L2(A∆t)Fn+1
]
,
(57)
U IIF2n+1 = e
A∆tUn +
∆t
2
(
eA∆tFn + Fn+1
)
, (58)
UhIFE2n+1 = e
A∆tUn +
∆t
2
(
eA∆t(F1)n + (F1)n+1
)
+ ∆t
[
L1(A∆t)(F2)n + L2(A∆t)(F2)n+1
]
, (59)
UfEIF2n+1 = e
A∆tUn
+ ∆t
[
L3(A∆t)Fn−1 + L4(A∆t)Fn + L1(A∆t)Bn + L2(A∆t)Bn+1
]
, (60)
where F1(U, t) and F2(t) were defined in (6), L3(A∆t) and L4(A∆t) are N × N
matrices of similar form to L1 and L2 (i.e., including factors of e
A∆t) whose exact
forms are tangential to this discussion but given in full in [22], and B is a vector
related to nonhomogeneous boundary conditions that does not depend on U (see
Section 3 for details). The formation of the exponential-like matrices, Li(A∆t), i =
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1, 2, 3, 4, can be found in Appendix C. Assuming the exponential-like matrices have
already been formed, the two main sources of computational cost are matrix–vector
multiplication and solving implicit equations.
At the beginning of each iteration in iETD2, the vectors Un and Fn are known
from the previous iteration, and the matrices eA∆t, L1(A∆t), and L2(A∆t) are
assumed to have already been computed and stored. Then after performing two
matrix–vector multiplications, requiring O(2N2) operations, the system takes the
form
Un+1 = ∆tL2(A∆t)F (Un+1, tn+1) + known , F1(Un+1).
This is a nonlinear system of N equations for the components of Un+1 that can
be solved, e.g., by Newton’s method. During each step of Newton’s method, how-
ever, the N ×N Jacobian matrix JF1 of F1 needs to be inverted, requiring O(N3)
operations since the matrix L2 is not in general diagonal. This computation then
dominates the cost of the method, pushing it up to O(kN3) operations if Newton’s
method converges in k steps.
In IIF2, the vectors Un and Fn are known, and we can form the vector Un+
∆t
2 Fn
in just O(N) operations, so that only one matrix–vector multiplication is required
for a total of O(N2) operations. Then the system takes the form
Un+1 =
∆t
2
F (Un+1, tn+1) + known ,,F2(Un+1)
which is again a nonlinear system. Since ∆t2 is just a number, though, we can
decouple this system into N individual scalar equations, one for each component,
eliminating the need to invert the Jacobian so that the total number of computations
required to find a solution is reduced to O(kN) for convergence in k iterations.
The initial multiplication then dominates the cost of this method, making its total
complexity O(N2), an entire order of magnitude smaller than iETD2.
Recall that the hIFE2 method splits F (U, t) into two parts: F1(U, t) and F2(t).
Since F2 is only time-dependent, it is easy to calculate at each step, so in addition
to the pre-determined vectors Un, (F1)n, and (F2)n, (F2)n+1 can be calculated in
O(N) operations at the beginning of the iteration. Similar to IIF2, we can form
the vector Un+
∆t
2 (F1)n in only O(N) operations, so we only require three matrix–
vector multiplications, a total of O(3N2) operations. Since only F2 is treated with
iETD2 while F1 is treated with IIF2, the nonlinear system obtained after these
multiplications takes the same form as IIF2 and so can also be decoupled into N
separate scalar equations and solved in O(kN) operations. Thus, the total com-
plexity of this method is O(3N2), slightly more than IIF2 but still an order of
magnitude better than iETD2.
Finally, fEIF2 is a completely explicit method, so all vectors are known at the
beginning of the iteration, and no nonlinear equations need to be solved. Each
term involves a different matrix, and there are five in total, so this method requires
O(5N2) operations. Even though fEIF2 is an explicit method, the implicit hIFE2
requires fewer operations per iteration due to the ease with which the nonlinear
equations are solved.
We summarize the complexity of these four methods in Table 9. The iETD2
method has the largest computational complexity of all the examined methods,
a full order of magnitude larger than any of the others. The fEIF2 method has
a higher computational complexity than hIFE2, and hIFE2 has a higher compu-
tational complexity than IIF2, which scores the best among the methods. We
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conclude that since both hIFE2 and iETD2 were shown to remain second-order
accurate in time (Section 2) for larger ∆t than IIF2, since hIFE2 requires fewer
computations per iteration than iETD2, it is the more desirable method, especially
for large systems.
Operations per iteration Total complexity (ratio)
IIF2 O(N2) 1
iETD2 O(kN3) O(kN)
hIFE2 O(3N2) 3
fEIF2 O(5N2) 5
Table 9. A comparison of the computational complexity between
the IIF2, iETD2, hIFE2, and fEIF2 methods.
Appendix C. Exponential-like matrices formation. When iETD2, IIF2, and
hIFE2 are applied, those matrices involved in an exponential matrix only need to
be formed once if the time step ∆t is fixed. In our paper, the matrix eA∆t in (3) and
(5) is approximated by the expm() function in Matlab, and the two exponential-
like matrices, L1(A∆t) =
I+(−I+A∆t)eA∆t
A2∆t2 and L2(A∆t) =
(−I−A∆t)+eA∆t
A2∆t2 , in the
iETD2 iteration (4) are obtained via a cutoff of Taylor series [4] to avoid cancellation
errors related to inverting the matrix A.
We see that since A is diagonalizable, so are L1(A∆t) and L2(A∆t). We can
thus build the matrices by operating on the eigenvalues one by one rather than
performing many matrix multiplications. We only need to evaluate L1(λ∆t) and
L2(λ∆t) for arbitrary eigenvalue λ of A. If |λ∆t| is small, L1(λ∆t) and L2(λ∆t)
are “ 00”-type fractions in their analytic forms, we will encounter a large cancellation
error. We set a threshold bd = 10, where if |λj∆t| < bd, we use a cutoff of the
Taylor series
L1(λ∆t) =
∞∑
n=0
1
(n+ 2)n!
(λ∆t)n
L2(λ∆t) = ∆t
∞∑
n=0
1
(n+ 2)!
(λ∆t)n
(61)
up to a chosen tolerance TOL = 10−8, and otherwise use the direct expression
in the fractional form. We provide the algorithm of L1(A∆t) for an instance, the
formation of L2(A∆t) follows the same procedure.
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